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!RC Will Hear
Talk on Tour
lOf Continent
The International Relations club
will hear Mi. and Mrs. Sydney
Hillyard speak on "An American
Views England" tonight at 7:30
O’clock in the Student Union, according to Dr. George Bruntz,
club adviser.
The couple have just returned
from a year and a half tour of
England. Scotland, and the Continent. Hillyard is a former head
of the Los Gatos Union high
school Commerce department.
Mr. Hillyard, a native of Eng.
land, has many relatives living
there, Dr. Bimini said. "He toured the country with his wife by
bus, thus getting in touch with
the ’grass-root._ ideas of the Eng-1
lishmen concerning world Prob.
terns." emphasized Dr. Bruntz.
.. s.

Shot Deadline

. Madsen Releases
Set Nonu nat ion Date

A sign-up deadline for the influent.’ immuni.ration. is as act
Miss
for Thursila, Jan, 23,
liI
announced
31argaret Tu
e.terda. student.. faetill s and
,...iiige
ign tor
the 51iots- ou the bulletin board
I1.1.
outside the Health p h,.
of SO cent’, is ill he eollerfril 4in
of the i ttttttt lid/Anon,
the
Tuesday, Jan. 30.

vacated 0Y i’lcK
Post
Vatim.
The names of Moeller and Beth
Cabin were considered by tht,
council and it was only atter r
I peated votes and numenois
ei st hats that th, , outwit a
.11,I;iat IL..
n
appmm:r..
t.
ia-..1-M.,1 in II., Ask
..,!,
The Rally committee will meet
114.14 Nladsen. %slit %ire -presitonight at 7 o’clock in Room 24. dent,
ttttt ’need t ha I lb.’ I lass
instead of 7:30 p.m.. according to fl
oouI41
atiou
Ed Mosher, chairman.
held in differeni ro ttttt to .itni.1
La Torre pictures will be taken ,’,,Iii Its
111.i his tir rinin,11 in
so all members are urged to at- thr 11a51 %thee: all Cli
ttttt
tend. Mosher said.
Dated in the %ante r
The special two-hour rally tenhe
The nonunations is
tatively scheduled for next month Thursday, Feb. I. Sento,. etas
will be the main topic of discus- sembly will be at 3.30 poi
sion. Johnny Piotti and Ed Dick - Room S210; junior class asse
’inson are co-chairmen of the pro- will be at 3:30 p.m in Rosin,
entitled -Just for The sophomore class ni,nin.
posed rally
Laughs".
is ill be at 3:30 p.m in Room .21,
Plans for the "Athlete Welcom- with freshman class nomin.ttions
irg" committee win also be made immediately followine
at tonight’s meeting. Mosher said.
The Student Council appointed
Jim Porter to the chairmanslidi
the Student Activities board ut.on mconurn Inia lion of the SAlt
Nancy Lee and Len Cross
were appointed representat,s, . at -large on the Student Act c,
two regular board. Their applications v. :e
1!
;ii ring of
1 first- y ear law courses to begin - among those submitted by Mat
lyn Pestarino. Betty liornsh, t,,
!nine law students will be offered Rosemary. McKean, Don Ness
at Stanford university during summer quarter if interest warrants incr. and Don Nimes.
propooed Ski club hod the need. stated Dean Carl Spaeth.
gel up for council appro al, o
of the Stanford Law sehoot
All interested San Jose State tattled at the maggestion 01 Rill
.
Ski elan pre.ikt.
i college st udents planning on en- taneilla,
!tiring law school at the end of "Ill "lot present at 3*".t.’rd is prow quarter ,..hotild itonWdiately, meeting’
ii
’’"."1
inquire at the Prolessional FAint
I j011 office et- is ’it.’ directly to the late In
t Mice of the lb till, Stanford Law alknn II".II’
uas sure it %%mild I school. Pal() Alto
The course, would lie d)pen not agaIn
only to veterans. who are required
Ilarlinv
to begin law study prior to July ...IPP".1’
" ’
25, in order to qualtiN under the
hut
I.,
all
I
anIpli, 111c:11A/111w,
alsolice%
(;.t. bill,
to othcr beeinnine law students. outlining the %minus departnwt,15
_ ir. the college’s student gineret«oil. They i.hould he." he said. merit. It will clarif y the i .11-1(01.;
,!tdies ol each gosernmenial rt- stiidying tor hi.
ter’s degree in soebdolO
!merit. he said.

New Time Set
For Rally Meet

The International Relations club
will begin meeting at a new time
ELEMENTARY, DEAR BOYProfessor Henry Higgins (Mr. in the future. according to a delie spri-ch to Col. Pick- vision of the program committee.
Alden Smith) points out reference on ph
ering (Fred Adair) in a scene from the forthcoming play "Pygma- The group will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Feb.
I. Perking user Higlion", which opens in the Little Theater
every. other Wednesday in the
gins’ shoulder is a model of a larynx. Tickets to the play now are
Student Union. The change from
photo by Gagnen.
on sale in the Speech office.
the regular afternoon meeting
time resulted from members’ requests for a more convenient time.
It was established at the meeting that Senor Sarahia, of the
Argentine Counsel at San Francisco, will he the guest speaker
-e Tickets for Bernard Shaw’s at the Feb. 7 meeting
"Pygmalion", which opens Feb. 1
in the Little Theater, are moving Stlideni Mourns
rapidly, according to Mrs. Verda’
_Jackson of the Speech office.
stiturda, poisoned meat took
Mrs. Jackson said that there)
the life of the big, brown Iti.er
Jim Martin, executive secretary
are still seats left for Friday andi
which is is the guide dog f«r Edof the Student Y, will report on
the -Fourth National assembly of Saturday nights, and that good it in Lanini, blind San
Slate
the Student Christian association scats are available opening night, vollrg. ludent.
meetgeneral
at
the
movement
Feb. 1, and Monday and Tuesday
The il«g. uhicli had been %%Oh
ing of the Student Y. at 7:30 o’- nights, Feh. 5 and 6.
Lanini about Hie months, (lb(’
clock tonight.
According to Miss Elizabeth after gulping dos) n a 014, nt
Martin said Monday that he
MI :It
Orll I met cans
play director, "PygmalLoeffler,
t the
uill tell the students at
road, a bon! three 11111ilt
oll
issues Uhich arose at the as- ion" has a heavy line load for the Ai
Rock park. 311 autopsy
‘enill13 and the recommenda- three principal characters. Shaw ?domed the meal is a’, treated
tions made for the movement’a has made dialogue the backbone uith stochnine.
national, regional, and local as- of the play, she said.
"1-lic meat ma% hair bren for
soviations.
In illustration, Miss Loeffler V. I I ii I a t 5,- eontownleil Don
assistThe assembly, to which Martin said that Mr. Alden Smith,
Lathrop, former S.IS student.
was one of more than 1300 dele- ant professor of speech, who plays also blind, uho is cot to school
gates, met at Miami university, Henry Higgins, is on stage almost uith Lailini in Ilerkeley in 1913.
Dee. 27 to Jan. 2, to determine the the entire length of the five -act "Dogs aren’t trained to ignore
program policies and program em- play.
In "Pygmalion" Shaw takes isphasis for the next four years.
"What Does God Require of sue with the morals and manners
Us?", the theme for the confer- of the English upper classes, and
ence, was considered in four parts: tries to prove his point that anyBy CL11-1 NI tIP itsik
fraternity. Miller also took an
as persons, as members of the one can he taught the "superior"
Chester J. Miiiet . out standinft. active part in the Burbank Youth
university, as members of the speech and manners of the upper Police school graduate of Decem-,
nter, in whieh ineiribers of the
church, and as participants in the classes,
volunteered their
her 1949 and former student Police’ Police school
world struggle.
chief, recently received an apThe assembly, Martin said.
Mr. Schmdit recommended Milpointment to the Secret Service’
attempted to define what the
and now is undergoing processing, let’ to the Secret Service last Ali Student Christian movement Is,
before starting his assignment in HI. Miller then was examined and
and what distinguishes it from
intemewed by the bureau. Lath,
San Francisco Monday
i
church and other student groups.
Miller has been working in the was heard from the bureau unt,1
last week when Miller received a
Dr. Gustaf Fassen will speak to Santa Clara county Sheriff’s of_i
call telling him of hiS appointthe Philosophy club on his "Les- fice as jailer. Last week during
In I tr, U eantime, the Sect,’
pt-it Universelle" doctrine tomor- his free hours from the Sheriff’s’ mew
Friday of this week is the last row night, according to Bill Swift, office he found time to fingerprint the faculty.
day to drop courses or file a "Socrates" of the group,
In regard to Miller’s appointAll members are asked to meet
change of program card of any,
sort, according to Miss N’irginia in front of the Student Union at ment, Prof. Willard E. Schmidt.
Mansfield of the Registrar’s office. 7:45 p.m. Transportation to the head of the Police school, commented, "We are happy to see that
meeting place will be provided.
Dr. Fassen is a physicist and our graduates continue to reach
chemist now engaged in govern. the high requirements set by such
Post Chorine List
ment work. He is noted for his an organization." Miller is about
.4 list of the girls sensted
developments in the field of three the eighth police graduate to re tor the Rrielries chorus ishil he dimensional photography,
ceive a Secret Service appointposted today on the bulletin
ment. pne of these former studhoard near the Information ofents is a member of the Presidenbee, according to Tom Mullen,
tial Bodyguard.
Reielries public relations chairMiller has had additional polio
man.
"7" came in all beat up today. experience winking with the pa Palo Alto
We asked what happened and he lice departments in
gave us this story. He was in a Kern county and the San Jose
telephone booth talking to his girl auxiliary.
Referred to as a -Superior!
Students who have transferred when an irate citizen got tired of
to San Jose State college from waiting and pulled him out. "I Spartan- in his senior year Miller,
Bakersfield junior college are re- didn’t mind that so much but acted as chief of the student pre.
quested to come to the office of when he threw my girl out. too. lice, carried from IS to 20 units.’
Joe H. West, dean of students, I got mad and let Min have it." was house manager of the Chi Pi
Little change in temperature Sigma, police fraternity, and was
on March 13, to meet with Bakvice-president of an off -campus
ersfield Junior college counselors. today.

’Pygmalion’ Opening Set; First
Night Seats Still Available
Student Group
To Hear Talk

The appaintment of juaor
representative was given to Jse.tr
Moeller at y-esterelity’s meeting ef
the Student Council Ile fills ti a’

Low CeUrses
To He Given

au! 0 F nem1

Secret Service Post Goes to Grad

Philosophy Group
To Hear Scientist

Drop Deadline Set

The Weather

Dean Issues Call

Service has been conduelin,
intense routine character in’.’
gallon.
Miller nes graduated in 1).,
her, 1949, with Police depart,
honors and was named as a
tiogoe.hed military gradual,

Ooenins DI% iodic
For Desert T riv
With otily
Dr. (;ettrude Cilium is pit 1411-11’::
to remoe the sign in the Natut.il
Science office. directing; students
to the Death Valley trip
desk.
Dr. Ca’, in. registi atWest Coast Naturs
"You’d belt IT hurry
.1 go to the desurt with us flit( wry.
Easter vacation Tb
a few openings left
total 200 are signed Up, .1j1 V. I ..
f,0 is prepare a is aitine
(1114. (MI, dime’’’ II .1tid!f 1,1!:
!II

!,

on a
mid -March trip should heed .1)
mind ’h -ti’
’VOWS of II-.’
seta.,
:,
,
urged. Si’1, I.
lune 17-23, in
bantn, r.
the Mendocino woodlands; June
’24-30 at Sequoia National !talk.
and July 1-7, at Idyliwild.
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W ashington Squares
By DICK SNIDER

By CARL FERNANDES

Assocleted %dents ef San Jose Vete eerleee. amegb. Weide/ lad I
(
A,V "Win’. Quinley Jr.. now
InfoSee drelne it. cc eee fear eft% elm ’nee dein. Nth Sinai eeemleatiee week.
acting -assistant registra r, is
ineither a new face in the ReeWWI=
dany by C.

Rssociolec1 COkteilthe MORS
DAN HRUBYEditor
Make-up Editor this issue

BILL ERNSTBusiness Manager
Glenn Brown

Office: Publications Sodding RIM on E. San Caries Moot
Press of the Global Printing Co., I443 S. First storet. San Jos.
Editorial, Est. 210 Advertising Dept.. Est. 211
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Sraliscriptioo Prise: S2.50 pat rim or 111 per grouter for nos ASS card holders.
Pat PatrIcis, Glenn /POW.. Al Long, Jack Aralius, 11.40.,
fdh
p Editors
Dayton. Fran loofa.
Copt Dose Mike Alairno, Rich Jordan, Glee. Imam, Monts Dayton, Fred Pe ,
Int Weld,
Ppc.rors Carl Fernandes, Roy Hurlbert. Rabbi* Woodside, Mel Gaspar., Atde..Mao, Dare Goodwin, Did Rutherford. Diana Mayers, Fred Wintphal, Jar..
Istrious.1 Harold ’etchers, Pat Patr.cr.
6-es
_
y
thornas. Jim Dowel, Fran Errol& Sob Quinlan, Calvin Pats, Lan Wal-

Clarifying

the Issue

A recent editorial in the Daily Californian by a Berkeley student,
,vho steadfastly maintained that college students should be drafted
like anyone else, obviously was the superficial work of an axe -grinding
individual who draped himself in red, wkite and blue bunting and then
argued his point.
The editorial stirred up considerable interest in Bay Area newspapers.
It first explained that many educators and President Harry Truman argue that we need -scientists to keep the race in progress," and
0 -cure the world’s physical
Allegedly backed by James Conant, Harvard university presi.1!nt, the controversy’s negative argument then was advanced. The
editorial stated:
"In any war many men die ... mothers and wives receive telegrams from the government with their messages of grief. Somehow,
it does not seem fair that a certain group who, because of its ability.
to pay the tuition at a college or by some meat*, honest or otherMR. C. W. QUINLEY Jr.
.ise, is capable of maintaining a numerical standing in a class aver.
IS :I rtii is at
ii
1.111 his middle
age, should be exempted from the horrors of war,’
The editorial charged that it -sounds like the ’superior race’ name, which is known to only a
select few.
theory that people of only a certain class or I.Q. level should be subMr. Quinley, whose home is in
jected to the tortures a war can inflict on the human body:’
frakdale, Calif., replaced Leslie
take
not
writer
did
in the first place, it is too bad the editorial
a -ho enlisted in the Air
a second look in the daily newspaper to see just what is the issur Force and who is now on a miliThe question is not whether college students should be drafted, the tary leave ot absence from SJS.
The United States Navy claimed
basis of the Daily Celiforniast opus, but whether students should be
all rights to Mr. Quinley’s talents
qi,en extended deferments to complete their education.
for a yeaeand-a-half after he
The editorial, loaded for -bar" as it started ifs persuasive mission, eraduated from high school. He
After
progressed.
argument
became weaker and more diluted as its
served as a :.e.snan third class.
presenting the talking points against drafting college students, the
Aft.’,
discharged from IOW
in Auyaist 1946, he attend.al
editorial said: -These are the main arguments against drafting students. They are very true but unfortunately they do not tell all the Modesto junior college for two
years before transfermg to the
story.
Spartan campus.
After necessary use of the stock and bromidic propaganda terms
As to marital status, Mr Quin’
’superior
race’
-the
grief,such AS -horrors of war," -messages of
ley states with a broad grin and
theory," and other to emphatically favor drafting of students, the a freedom -loving glint in his eyes.
editorial backed up and explained: -Without a doubt some defer- "Frn still single and %cry happy,"
ment% are necessary.’
The author of this piece then reached far into his bag of cliches
and canoe up with: -Our Declaration of Independence states that all
men have an equal right to ’life, liberty and the pursuit of happines.
They should all have an equal right to die for it. The editorial neglected to mention the many students, especially
BILOXI, Miss., Jan. In
1-1,)
seniors and juniors, who have sunk more than $2000 in their college
whim to flour-sack underwear
educations. Students at private universities and colleges do not get was suggested today as a means
off with $9.50 quarterly tuition charges as do San Jose State col- of helping conserve cotton for
ega students.
defense production needs,
"Every 11.10-pound bag salvaged
Students are not asking to be made immune to Uncle Sam’s
greeting cards. They want only to finish their one or two years to for clothing purposes represents
one and one-third
that their college education will be complete before allying with the "loth released for yards of cotton
essential mill services. It is only an individual like the U. C. editorial writer who /ma, duty." said N C. Blackburn
weuld aspect students to throw their money, time and work down the of Memphis, Tenn., a member of
sewer to join up RIGHT NOW.
the National Cotton Council Sales
If all-out war Comes, college students will not have to be forced; Premotkas committee.
He addressed cotton industry
to join up. When the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, more than 600
a re. who are meeting her.’ to
Spartan men signed up the first day, and the college was a ghost discuss ways
of meeting the govtown Of women by the summer of 1942.
ernment’s goal of 16,000.000 bales
An education does not smear over students’ views of the world l this year.
"The homemaker who sews with
with opaque paint. It gives students a more profound, intellectual and
cotton bags in the tare of mobicandid insight of why America is worth fighting for.
lization restrictions is parallel to
planting, growing and
that amount of cotton for ..
.1141
S1/44’41 1{1’44/1’41
vital purposes," Blackburn sie
SHAM!, Fla
Pilot lamald If Rogers said
The council will encourae
West. tit 11,11111.101.1,
!. .t tiline %% Inds ent down his speed. practice through
an educatlim,i:
ti.IDANlt
plane flew ’from
r
pr’ ’cram in nee% .1i:try’’, aril 1r
relent,’ ta Ntlat111 51a Tampa yei- National Airlines President C
it,i in t tin. e Nair. and 31 min- Baker of Miami said jet planes
-ites. less than halt the time tr- commercial au lines "are certain
eiMIC
auma by comm.
alt1111C(S.
-- Ronson Lighters -50-pae4engul
Avis) jetliner
E .1 Kershaw, one lit the nil
Have them repaired here.
tins. line at :15.111/0 feet, as. aged passeneers aboard, said the tid.
;75-mileN
r hour mast
the was "much quieter than in a law
24-Hour Service
- -seational
All
Work Guaranteed
SPARTAN DAILY
les ’
ALSO
San Jose State College
PIPES REPAIRED
d as sacond I. ....alto, A

Terrific, huh George?"

Science Ai(Is Creators
(ff Futuristic Funnies
By D. DIXIE WISE
;Ea. mite: Thin is the third special suits
breath in where
in a series dealing with comer I no oxygert was present. Today
strips and (WWI’ hunks; their scientists hest’ perfected their.
values, merits, drawbacks, and
I The percentage Of comics beetle
eltert upon readers.;
; the lab is small, though." D.
Buck Rogers and Flash Gordon
are not as far fetened as the fan- Duncan says. "Maybe 1 time Ii
tasy-hungry comic strip readers 100, the writer will hit on soot,’
think.
’fantastic’ thing that scion’s’,
So says Dr. Carl Duncan, head later develop. of the San Jose State college
Some readers, reviewing Flash
Natural Science department. Selene. plays an important part in Gordon and Buck Rogers adventhe writing of the thriller comics tures over the year, no longer
that place the scene of action in think the untserse travelers are
the world of tomorrow. Dr. Dim- so fantastic.
can feels that comic strip writers
Comic books ale safety valves,
keep abreast of their times in sci- Dr. Duncan sass, They
let poop!"
ence and especially in science’s
get away from their limitations.
speculation.
"If a person, or child, can los,
What the writer does, he says, tension by indulging in vicarious
is "highly advance the specula- thrills in the comics, good," he
tions of science about what might states. If, howeser, comics help
be the outcome of today’s experi- children and adults avoid probments .and make up his own tale lems of life they are undesirabli
of wonder." The strip writer asks he feels. "Better to have Br himself, "What can these scientific escape mechanism than to has,
experiments mean? What are the people piling up nervous enere.
possibilities?" And he makes and frustrations inside themscl
reality out of the experiments and and landing in mental hospitals,
the prognostications of research Dr. Duncan believes.
scientists.
The comics’ educational possiIt is impressible to shoot from bilities are "tremendous," accore
planet to planet as Buck Rogers ing to Dr. Duncan, because ci
Is doing nit’.’.. according tri Dr. their power to reach potential
Dunean. The
%%mad have
audiences. "They can help in
to trasei at a speed greater teaching atomic science, drugs,
than light and so far nothing chemistry, and electricity," ho
man har perfected can do that. says. In the field of teachin.
Dr. Duncan feels that according human relations, Dr. Duncan feel’
ebating esidence man neser
’alt Disney is an artist in hi will perfect anything to teasel field, with greater speed than light.
Dr. Duncan reads Buck Rogers,
"If we go to the moon," Dr. Captain Easy, and Alley Oop. HI,
Duncan states, "si. go by the comment on Buck’s inter-plan:’
means we know now.
tary-space ships travel is: "He got
But comics were playing around his cue from physical scientists,
with atoms and rocket ships ten hut he’s way out in front!"
years ago. Flash Gordon has been
wandering around on Mars and
traveling inter-planetarily for a
EASY PARKING
decade. Dr. Duncan says that
AT
some scientdie experiments comic
strip writers "perfect" do latei
become reality. Thus Flash Gordon used rockets ten years ago and

Flour Sacks
Have Dual Job

934 et San Jon. C!,torn, c, the *0 ot Match 1 579
Full loosed VIII
\,of U,teel Prim
1466 of the Gtle6. P.;nf.of. Co,npasy.
1445 S First St. San Jos* California.
Mambo, Calitorni Nripepor Publish.
ems’ Association.
14

I

1 istrar’s office nor on the San Jose
State college campus. lie was
both a student and an ernploNee
here before assuming his new
; posit ion in November 1950.
tie worked part -time in the
Registrar’s office while majoring
in business administration at SJS,
mat after graduating in March
1950. he remained as an evaluation
elerk. His past experience puts
him right at home in his present
,tob.
The name "Win." which is what
51, Qumley commonly is called.

TIRE CHAINS
RENTED

MOBIL GAS STATION
SANTA CLARA ST AT 17th
Phone CV 4-7979

Roberts
Typewriter Co.

Drop InTake Out!
Assorted Sandwiches

HOT COFFEE
Desserts

Complete Box Lunches

3 Day Sisrvic
at

CY 2-11442

LATE MODEL MACHINES
KEY SET TABULATORS

SAN JOSE
BOX LUNCH

JIM MATE
Pipe & Gift Shop
415. FIRST ST.

Underwood
L. C. Smith
Remington
Royal

Candy

6

Rates to Students156 WEST SAN FERNANDO
CYpress 2-4842

Special

p_ 135 L San Antonio, off 4th
i
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United Press Roundup

Gen. Marshall Requests
Draft of 18-Year-Olds

lai
eettIng Miss Twombl N Sees Possible
of 1918 Eindenuc
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS -’ Recurrence

Student Activities Board: Meet By CLIFF MAJERsIK
Thursday in the Student Union
t:dited by JACK ANGItS
of Venice.
Warnings of a new influ.-nza
I
at
10:43
a.m.
WASHINGTON, Jam. 23. DeNavy spokesmen said that there
equal to the.
Fresh V: Meet in the Student I epidemic’ perhaps
fense Secretary George C. Mar- was no U.S. submarine in the area
devastating 1918 epidemic. were
7:30
p.m.
to
discuss
dance,
at
Y
shall told the House Armed Serv- where the sub was sighted.
’ issued yesterday by Miss Margaret
plans. Entertainment.
Fortune For Sons
ices committee yesterday that a
il\vombly. director of the Student
WAA
Executive
Connell:
Meet
HOLLYWOOD. Each of Bing
draft of 18-year-olds is necessary
Health service.
-fori
room
at
7
p.m.
Conference
in
to pull this country out of its Crosby’s four teen-age sons has a
!
The same strain of influenza, .
nomination
of
officers
and
discusan
atalready.
5200.000
fortune
that existed in the 1918
present "predicament’
type
"A".
that of
sion of banquet.
draining trained ;ten out of this torney disclosed yesterday in getin " epidemic currently is sweeping
Junior
Council:
Meet
today
England. The morbidity.
country faster than they can be ting court approval for their new
Student Union at 3:30 p.m. Busi.! through
singing contract.
replaced.
rate of illness, of this disease IS
ness
will
include
prom
theme
anti’
Superior Judge Ness comb
He told the group that although
very high there whereas mortality
La Torre photos.
about 80,000 men are being draft- Ceedee okayed the arranternent
is fairly low, she said.
PI
Nu
Sigma:
S.
Meet
at
210
ed each month, many are unable whereby Decea recrds sslil pay
In recalling the 1918 epidemic.
Seventh
street,
Apt.
3,
today
at
will Miss Twombly said it was worldto complete basic training before the Crosby’s three cents for
12:30
p.m.
Jennie
Grigsby
rosby
being shipped overseas to serve as every record sold of "A
wide and probably the worst in
speak.
replacements in Korea. Gen. Doug- Christmas."
California’s annals. The campus
Meet
today
at
12:30
p.m.
Attorney John O’Nlelveny said
las MacArthur’s forces require
received its share of the epidemic
in
/314.
A
representative
of
Go’,
15,000 replacements per month. Gary, 17. has $194,137.19 in the
and the building presently housing
bank: Philip and Dennis. twins pel Recordings will speak,
aecordine to Marshall.
Music department was conAlpha
Delta
Sigma: Meet in the
CononRte.+ Chairman
Carl of 16. $193.834.72; and Lindsay. at 1394 tonight at 7:30 p.m. Project vested to a hospital to accommo13, has collected $198,355.34.
Vinson ILI., Geo threw his supdate the many cases.
and election discussion.
Eisenhower Forgives
port
"In order to prepare ourselves
behind the
l8 -year -old
Relief Committee:
Meet
in
PARIS. Gen. Dwight D. Eisinfluenza outdraft proposal In preference to
Room 10 Friday at 7 p.m. for talk against the expected
break. we are offering shots to
the draft of veterans or mar- enhower ended his tour of West- by the Rev. Carl Anderson,
Afrithe students, faculty, and college,
ried men, the proposed alterna- ern Europe yesterday with words can Missionary.
of forgiveness for his former Gershe said.
tive.
Kappa Sigma Kappa: Meet in employees on Jan. 30.Secretary Marshall emphasized man enemies and promises of at the Student Union today at 3:30 A fee of 50 cents will be charged
to defray part ot the expense.
that it vopuld-not be necessary to least 20 divisiore: for his interna- p.m.
the bulletin
call all the 18 and 19-year -olds tional army by the end of this
Torch and Sward: Meet in 1463 - A list is posted on
outside the Health office
this . veari He said. that thole year.
today at 7:30 p.m. Lower division board
Before be left Frankfurt. the
and those persons desiring the
who are not called. plus the 28
military students invited.
Atlantic Pact Commander abup before Jan.
TIimmill gUard:-- units still not
AWS: Meet today in Room 24 "shots" should sign
would protide emergency solved the "great majority" of at 4:30 p.m. Will discuss Heart’s 265, she mid.
German officers and soldiers of
According to Miss ’Pwombly. the
reserves.
Delight dance. Refreshments.
Nazi war -time crimes.
keeps a person in
Sub Sighted
rhilsophy Club: Meet at 920 type ’A" strain
Eisenhower hopes that 130,000
than the current
:TAMPA, Fla.
Two bomberg
San Tomas street Thursday at 8 bed longer
and a Coast Guard cutter yester- Germans will he included in his p.m. or in front of tennis courts strains. The immunization will be
day hunted an unidentified sub- army. The general now has eight i at Campbell high at 7:45 p.m. for a combination of the type "A"
marine sighted- in the Gulf of full divisions and other miscel- directions. Dr. Gusto( Fassen will along with the current strains.
laneous units while he has been
"We can’t .promise that the
Mosier) off Venice. Fla.
. speak on "L’espirit Universelle."
’shots’ will give complete immunit’oar fisiv.rmeo apparently promised at least that many more
PI
Omega
Pi:
Meet
today
at
zation, but records show that the
sighted the sub first at 7:30 by eight different countries.
lower for those
a.m. shout 10 miles off Venice
Sinks One More
Student l’: General meeting at morbidity rate is
people who have received the
on u’e lower west coast of
SAN FRANCISCO. The Inde - 7:30 p.m. Report on National Stusaid.
Twombly
Miss
’shots’."
Florida. The cress of a passenpei’dence, one of the Bikini test dent assembly.
group who
gen airliner said the craft nas ships, will be sunk in secret test s
Art Students: All students in- Those people in this
seen at 12:30 p.m. riding the in the near future, the Navy said terested in Alpha Gamma, art do come down with the "flu" have
severe case.
ktirrace about PIO miles west
club, are invited to a social to- a less
yesterday.
"A" influenza lowers
night at the YWCA at 8:30 p.m. IThe type
the resistance of the lungs, causfor sports affair.
to be more suscepKappa Delta Pi: Meet in Al at ing the patient
to pnommonia and tubercu4:30 p.m. Dr. Russell Timpany. tible
losis, she said.
v.-ill speak.
music, music in the rag- Friday night, Feb. 3, at the ScotAccording to Dr. Dwight BisStudent
Court:
Meet
today
at
time tempo moves into the cam- tish Rite auditorium. Also, free
sell, San Jose city health officer.
3:30
p.m.
in
the
Student
Union.
pus scene today when the "Pro- bids, as contest prizes, will be
epidemic currently
Tau Delta Phi: Meet today at an influenza
hibition Prance’ Dixieland con- an added incentive." he added.
’exists in the South Pacific with
7:30 p.m.
test jumps into effect in the outer
Dick Cresta’s band will supply
11,((X) cases reported. Then.
Gamma Alpha Chi:. Members about
quad at 11:20 a.m.
the musical background for the
243 deaths in the Gilpledges meet in the Spartan have been
and
"Anybody-but anybody! is el- "come-as -you -are" affair.
bert Islands alone, he said
7 p.m. Appoint.
Daily
office
at
igible," declared Seymour At
Contest rules specify that conments for La Torre photos.
hams, Sophomore class vice ’Resi- !estants fill out the entry blank
ANYTIMEDay or Night . .
Canterbury Club card party.
dent and dance committee chair- supplied in the Spartan Daily and
p.m.. Trinity Church
Coffee and Donuts a+
man.
"With everyone taking a take it to the contest booth in the Feb. 1. 8
prizes. Ad -1
fling at the contest students outer quad. The contest closes parish hall. Plentiful
51.50.
mission:
should be in a ragtime mood by next Wednesday. so, "Get on the
the time the dance rolls around beat!"
371 West San Carlos
"PROHIBITION PRANCE"

Dixieland Contest Opens Today

DEED:LAND CONTEST ENTRY BLANK
Name

2.
3.
submitted by
Time Submitted

Cheek l’itis List
The following students. whose
G.I. eligibility under P.I.. 346 is
ending this quarter. a re advised
to contact Miss Edith bra’. e., in
Room 3! as soon as possible:
Thomas
M.
Antimopoulos,
Bass, ( larence E.: Blake, R0.4Bramer, Ray K.; Braun:
stein. MArvin B.; Carmichael,
lark. James F.; Curd,
Denny;
James E.; Donovan, Thomas
Grand-, ( larence; Hasse, Ray 00000 ntl J.: Jordan, Frank I..;
Itravwinkel, James D.; Pile’s’s-1i,
1,14.(1 E.; Mirk. Fran J.; Behbock, Alan R.; schauf. George
E.: small, William H.

11nst Report
.1. Graves of the Vetrequests the followeran,.
ing studsnts to report to Room 32
immediately:
Dobbs, Wesley II.: Kunz. Jack
W.: Emerson, Gerald G.: Garbini,
Leo J. ..!ackson. John A.; Kooyera, Greal; Morway. Ben Earl:
Nolan. S.mon M. : Russell. Harry
G.; Wood:int, William R.

Baud

SJS Skiiers Eye
Queen Candidates

The San Jose Ski club got a
gander at the Snow Queen possities last night at their weekly
meeting when they nominated
Nomicandidates for the title.
nated were Betty Hoenshell. Patricia Kent, Norma Carter, Patricia Mason. Marilyn Beto, and
Diane Altinus.
The election of the local Snow
Queen will he on Tuesday. Jan.
30 at 7:30 p.m. The winning girl
will then vie with other queens in
the Bay Area Ski federation at
their annual Snow Queen ball to
be held on Feb. 10 at Bay MeaRho chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau dows club house.
Ski club president Bill Cancilla
Thursday evening welcomed 38
stated that the queen will N.,.
pledges into the industrial arts
lected by poise, looks, pm-soled!.
honorary fraternity.
and that "out -door" look.
The prospective members Were
each assigned committee duties, in,
anticipation of a busy social sea -1

EPT Welcomes
Pledges Into Fiat

son.
Included in the -new pledge class
are Bob Germs. Ellwood* Miller.
Low.
Ben
William
Molyneax,
Glenn Flemming. Louie Melo. Robert Fritz, Robert Coyle. Donald
Peterson, Herb Lewis. Bob Gil beau. Whalen Hickey. Ronald Rutledge. Harry Boos, Gregg Mac Gibbon, James Cahoon. Edward
Geritz. Francis Winner, Wit:t
Kick and Bob Trimble.
K. Jensen. Arthur Suhr. Clifford Oliver. Dale Tygret, John
Moeller. Con Maloney, George
Argyres. Robert Donde, Jack Wilburn, Herbert Nit’s, Tom Sorensen. Lawrence Pitts. Tom Chandler. Rolf Giese, James Browning.
! Allen Gyving. Edgar Johnson and
tWilliam Burnes.

I

SPECIAL!

10% Discount to Sparta v
on

Delicious
Mexican Food
Tacos
Tamales
Enchiladas

la Co CI’nd
95 E. Santa Clara
Th Orig;na!Sp;04

Ctche,

DIERKS

.
IA Majorslleet
.
All industrial arts noarrs and
planning to do student
teaching during the spring guar ter are to meet with Mr. James
E. Ste’. en.on Thursday alter noon. according to the Indus
trial Arts Dept.
The meeting %%ill be held in
the industrial arts lecture room
at 4 p.m.
minor,

Gasper Makes
Senior Dance
Appointments
Plans for the Senior Baill to Is*
held two weeks before the June
finals acre formulated at the
Senior class council meeting held
in the .Student Union Monday
afternoon.
Ed (;asper
Senior President
made committee appointments for
those members who wish to assist Dick McQuiddy in arranging
the ball As yet, no decisions ha,.
been made, but sub-commit t....
members are looking into arfor an orchestra.
rangemcnis
price of bids, and a suitable War..
to hold the hall. Orchestra committee members are hoping to
have "name" entertainers perform
during dance intermission time.
according to Senior Ball chairman.
Dick MeQuiddy

60 - 40

CASHMERE
SWEATERS
11.95
itiPt
Igartittei
Men’s Wear

w

88 SOUTH SECC‘.r)

....onononeenonelfttaineioe-e"-stoeearfanie-IfInear*....eaCodeaC0CoCatiele=o0CoCe!...Vree-er-e.

HAROLD’S LUNCH BOX
DE LUXE TAKEOUT LUNCH 110XES

all day
PERSONAL CHECKS CASHED
CV 2-4645

100K!
II: RE’S an illus.
tratton of a lovely,
lose,’ us candy
. .
and a -pie- cif a
lussiouo, lovely lady
When you haven’t
the one t.ske eother
They’re both sweet.
Right’ A
TOOTSIE ROLL
is delicious . .
tasty . . . chewy
... with a chocolate
favor all Its own In
the dorm, on the
grainds, else whe
enjoy a
TOOTSIE ROLL

every day
IItwen ash IL tic
East San Fors4s410

4

IRA Officer
Reports Plans
.N Meet
Fer U.

Iiimearw,wwie

SP%1IT.%N HUI.%
Wt.(’ nu .stlatr

Europe Lases
CollegeSigii-up

I’l(

PE Sign-up Si
Dr. Irene Palmer, head of the
Werneres p.1:. department, asks
that all students planning to
register in 1’X: 106 (elementary
,’dui cat I(
school plsical
spring quarter, report to the
office of the Women’s gym helore Jan. 16.
Students will be pre -registered in One of the three lab sections to he offered at 10:31) a.m.,
II:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. daily.
.

Represer.:in,_: San Jos.. State
college at a recent meeting of the
Student World Affairs council in
:San Francisco were Dick Robb,
of the council.
.1 first vice -lit
I and Toni Cameron. president of
I he SJS International Relations

I club
Cameron reported that the Pa eific Coast conference on U.N. afAirs to be held at Stanford April
was discussed and that it will
consist of a mock U.N. session
with each college representing
some U.N. member. Fie said that
The theme for the Junior Prom
San Jose State college will he- will be decided at today’s 3:30
France,
from
thr printing is
Mu III \I’. UV. 1115"I1itz5- ’ 11..1 ,
come the delegates
p.m. meeting in the Student Undone." Daniel 1.1,10! sass. poviiiit to th. prc., loll on a iiiiplieate
for the meeting.
ion, according to Beth Calvin.
are Jeannette Si...Jen
in Ifi’!0. interested on
.4 machine
meeting,’
Also discussed at the
prom chairman.
-photo by Gagnon.
/4111
1.% AK. 1
.111,1
the;
Cameron said, were plans for
Several themes have been sugStudent World Affairs conference gested by Miss Calvin. The counto be held at Asilomar in M ay. cil is willing to consider any new
About 13 local students will at- suggestions, but the theme defitend tia meeting. he announced. nitely will be decided today, she

.ouncil to Decide
Theme for Prom

or

tc

pia pose
1/1

11,111

1
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and its (..tir.
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I A pez Says Printing Is
Strong Defense Medium
By

Shields Initiate
N 1,11. .11eritht,rs
.
-st

n
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into
ofill.f.r. men’s

ii,

Illi A11 411. last

11.4 11

1

,
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s. 11
.41.111./

14

1.

111 II:

1111

Porter.

MEL GAGNON

-This country might well set aside some time for consideration of
the printing industry which is such an important democratic force,"
said Mr. Daniel C. Lopez. instructor of industrial arts, speaking on
National Printing week which ended Saturday.
Besides furnishing ailivelihood for so many thousands of citizens,
printing is one of our strongest defense and educational mediums."
He said that too few people realize the power of this graphic art.

said.
:
La Torre pictures also will be
Itaken at the meeting.

.1.etuntait Clobbers
To 1101d Initiation’
The Newman club will hold an
initiation tomorrow night at 8:30

i Lingo on Records

A representative of Gospel Re Ncvvman hall, accord- cordings, Inc. will speak today at
for
publicity I 12:30 p.m. on making recor&
to Jelsey Actis,
ing
The company has
de
chairman, who urged all old mommade records of tribal dialects,
bet’s to rened their memberships./I which are used to present Chris Communion Sunday Mass will tian subjects to the non-English
he held at 8 a.m. at St. Patrick’s speaking natives.
Marian Johnson, chairman of
church. A breakfast at Newman
the Missionary Bible Study of the
hall will follow, Miss Actis said.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship,
non -Catholics announced yesterday that the talk
and
Catholics
alike are reminded by Miss Actis will be on the program of the
Bible Study group meeting, to be
that Father Duryea holds religheld in 1114
ious information classes every

o’clock at

"Development
the college
of
, and university lecture system was
made necessary by the lack of
materials."
Mr.
Lopez
LP
1, printed
"When our educational
!stated.
institutions first began, few books
were in existence and the instructor was put in front of a
class merely to read what had
61111. KENT
Tuesday night.
been written on a subject."
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ITALIAN FOOD
DELICIOUS
ITALIAN DINNERS
Fouring

HOME-MADE RAVIOLI
Come

MARRIED?

VICTOR LAMAR
PRINTING

I

Spaghetti, qt. 65c Raeioli
A quart of each feeds

11:30 A.M.-9 P.M.

175 SAN AUGUSTINE ST.
Downstairs

CY 4-5045

ecoi

’

Dinners . . .
. . . Banquet Room
I Mih North of Mt. View
Stst

ti...

Home of all

’43

Closed Mondays & Tuesdays

’mire than
400 years old, and ranks fifth in
imp.ertance for this country. the
industry naturally plays an important part in our daily lives.
"It represents democracy in the
possers of freedom of the press.
Printing establishments: are the
first point of attack for dictators." Mr. Lopez pointed out. -because printing controls a peoples’
thoughts We should give credit
to the industry through commemoration because we enjoy the
privilege of its use. -

the Chicken you can eat for 1.75.

"Deacons Dixie -Landers"
Six -Piece Band
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Pledges Reach
_tetive Status
_tt KA Fete
Thirteen Kappa...Alpha pledges
elevated to the status .of
members at a banquet hrld
f,, evening at the cham
- Ellis Womack, secretar:
*in Francisco Kappa Al
association, was gu
.traini
sf.aker.
Initiates were Lloyd Bishop.;
Brewn, Tom Castaldo, Stan G.,
llolp Hockey, Bruce Jones, K
K pier. Bill Lamson. Jerry La,
N, .11. John 1.0 Monaco, Dick Mansau, Morey Richmond, and Bil!
Wardle.
one of the highli4hts of th:,
it ening was the drinking of I
toast to Robert E. Lee, spiritual
founder of Kappa Alpha, in honor
of the general’s Jan. 19 birthday
John Lo Monaco, recipient of the
most outstanding pledge award,
presented the pledge paddle to KA
Prexy Paul Davis.

Ufred Thomas Otis

!Wednesday, January 24. 1951
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Social Side

Delta SiDna Phis Make
Plans for Carnation Ball
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity announced plans today for its "Car.
Included ere arrangements for a formal dance and
Dream Girl selection in the Bellevue hotel, San Francisco, Feb. 10,

nation Bell

Iccording to Vic

Holshevnikoff, publicity director.

This will be the second such formal ball in the history of the
Gamma Epsilon ehapt T. The Iasi.-I function ctanmemorating tin’ Is Ita Sig founding date was a joint
Floating peacefully abuse is Alfred ’l’htpias Otis, latter knuon :Maw with the Hilgarci chapter
as Otis. the dear departed mascot at Alpha Tau Otnega. Back- at the Uniersity of California. It
ground fur Otis in the picture is his own easimming pool in his tut n ’ was also held in San Francisco.
;
elite pen in the AT() betel( yard. Otis uas oith the trat from SeptApproximately 100 persons are;
ember to late December. While spending the holidays ssith mem- !
Announcing hir en_itseement Ihts
expected to attend the "Carnaher Mob Velladan, the duck oas "done in" lis an unkneion dog.
week bs means ut a poem telemusic
the
dance
to
Ball"
and
tion
photo by Areas.
gram was Elaine Eastman mho
of Marty Lever and his band.
plans to niaro James 11.,...zer
The -Delta Sig Dream Girl"
in July.
will be chosen from the sweet- lett
A box of cartels oas passed and
hearts and wives of the chapter
places at dinner %sere. marked 11.s
members by an impartial judging
cupcakes with names on them
committee being formed specificalThe announcement was made at
Is for this affair
Cordelia Hall where Elaine hoards
while attending San Jose State
Sec. Lieut, Robert Weeden took as his bride Mary Jill Kitts at
college. Her parents are Mr. and
a recent ceremony in the chapel at Hamilton field. The couple was Italll’11-1 MOUT
Mrs. R. G. Eastman, 421 - 28th
married by the Rev. Lawrence Upton, chaplain.
avenue, San Mateo.
TOld
A graduate of San Mateo High
Weeden, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Weeden of Los
hay
The betrothal
Mstli
tar)
Gatos, is a December, 1950, graduate of San Jose State college., Luther to Richard Barrett was school. Elaine studied for
years at Brigham Young (InnerThe former MINS KItIS VwddllIgYfr
announced by the prospective sity in Utah and is now a junior
dress was fashioned of winter- lot brown. Her flowers were pink I bride’s parents. Mr. and Mrs. M. education major here.
white wool jersey and was street carnations.
K. Luther of San Jose.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Valleft of
length. The bride wore a gold
Richard is the son of Mr. and Glenwood Srpings. Colorado, are
The Hamilton Field Officers’
necklace, black accessories, and a club was scene of the reception Mrs. Ray D. Barrett of San Jose. the parents of the prospective
gardenia corsage to complete her which immediately followed the
A graduate of Campbell Union bridegroom. James is a graduate
bridal costume.
ceremony. White tapers in silver High school, Marlyn is a freshman of Glenwood Springs High school
R. H. Kitts escorted his daugh- candelabra and bouvardia adorned social service major at San Jose in Colorado and served as a corter to the altar.
the bride’s table. Baskets of bou- State college. She is a member of poral with the Marine Corps dolDorothy Weeden, the benedict’s vardia were placed throughout the Order of Rainbow for Girls.
ing the last oar.
sister, attended the bride. Miss room to carry out the wedding
Richard is a graduate of San
The couple met a church party
Weeden chose a wine suit as her’ theme.
Jose High school and is majoring four years ago. They plan to make
costume with white accessories
in animal husbandry at California their home in Palo Alto.
New home for the just -weds
Polytechnic college in San Luis
and a white carnation corsage.
San Anselmo.
be
will
Obispo. lie is a member of DeMrs. R. H. Kitts, mother of the
SPR1NGFIEL, Mass. (UPI
Weeden was a commerce major
bride, wore a gown of dark green
Molay and both he and Marin There acre 411) cigar makers in
SJSC and was affiliated on
at
belong to Santa Clara County this Conreggieut Valley tobactsi
crepe with white accessories and
campus with Lambda Chi Alpha
Junior Horsemen.
gardenias. The benedict’s mother,
leaf center onlj 30 years ago_ Non.
fraternity and Silver Sabers,
social
The couple have not announced machines have supplanted all tan
Mrs. Herbert Weeden. wore a
ROTC organization.
an
a wedding date.
gown fashioned of cocoa crepe
three
with accessories of a darker shade

,rele 4vra in ’fells
Of Romance

Dr. Ed Shaw Lt. Robert Weeden Claims
II ’eds M. Felts Mary Jill Kitts as Bride
At Christmas
A simple candlelight ceremony
united in marriage Margaret
Casey Felts and Dr. Edwar P.
Shaw Jr. in Las Vegas. Nevada.
during the Christmas holidays.
The bride’s parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Felts, of Balboa, Calif.
Dr. Shaw’s father is Mr. Edwar
P Shaw Sr.
The Little Chapel of She West
at the Last Frontier Hotel was
the scene of the informal ceremony. Rev. E. A. Wessel of the
Lutheran Church of Las Vegas
officiated. Organ music of "Ave
Maria" accompanied the ceremony.
A silver and black dress was
worn by the bride who .was attended by Mrs. Donald Sharp,
’ista, Calif. Mr. Sharp was Dr.
Shaw’s best 1111113.
Lir. and Mrs.’ ..haw are now
making their home at 16 Herring
aenue, Los Gatos. The bride,
who met her husband in Balboa
in 1947, is a graduate of Pomona
Junior college.
Dr. Shaw is assistant professor
of Economics at San Jose State
collet:e. He is advisor to Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity

Alpha Gamma Has
Kenneth Senour, Social at YWCA
Jeanie Muers Tell
Kingman Weds Coming Nuptials
Coed in June

A recent addition to San Jose
State college’s roster of engaged
coeds is Maryanna Brady. Her
Irance is Robert Kingman. The
couple arc planning a June wedding.
art
Maryanna,
freshman
a
major, is the daughter of Mr. and
V. L. Brady of San Jose.
lormerly of Oakland. She attended Lincoln High school in this city
prior to college.
The prospective benedict’s par.
(’lit., are Mr. and Mrs. V. Burpee
of Stockton. Bob is locally employed. He attended San Jose
State college, majoring in emzinepring, after the last war when
he returned from overseas service with the army.

Jeanie llers recently told her
campus sorority sisters of her engagement to Kenneth R. Senour.
Jeanie is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. .Walter C. Box of Brawley. She is a senior at San Jose
State college majoring in interior
decoration.
Kenneth is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Senour of San Jose. Ile
is also a senior at college and is
majoring in fine arts. He is a I
member of Delta Upsilon fra- I
ternity and is in the Air Corps
Reserve.
I
Plans for the wedding are indefinite.

Ldiwatton Group
Hear Dr. Timpam

Alpha Gamma, social art fraternity, will play host to prospective
members this (-veiling at a social.
The affair will commence at 8:311
p.m. in the YWCA. according to
Ken Shimasaki. publicity chairman.
Born in 1948, Alpha Gamma is
a combination of the former separate men’s and women’s art organizations, Artizans and Smock
’n Tam, respectively. Dr. Marques
Rietzel, art department head. or- ,
Cganized the group. Mr. Robert
oleman and Mr. Leonard Stan let’ of the department were Alpha I
Garnma’s first sponsors.

Ther:en-Roaers
tTell of Betrothal .
Winifred Rogers announced her
engagement to Bill Therien Jr. by
passing the traditional box of
chocolates at the first meeting of
a national campus sorority this
quarter.
Winnie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Rogers of Centerville,
is a junior psychology major.
Bill, a former student at San
Jose State college, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Therien Sr.
of Menlo Park. He is now employed by the telephone company iii

Dr. Russell Timpam, associate
superintendent of Santa Clara
county schools, will speak today
before members of Kappa Delta
Pi on services of county school departments offered to teachers.
The group will meet at 4:30 p.m.
in Room A-1 to hear Dr. Timpany,
Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary ac- according to Billy Eve Crowell,
1 -Ai!
counting fraternity, held its
at ion banquet at Lucca’s 1
taut -ant recently.
Speakers were Mr. Arthur I\
Icy. fraternitY adviser and ’
Jesse Reynolds, honorai y memh
both of the commerce department
Many alumni were present.
Neophytes who became memRESTAURANT
bers were: Carl Anderson, JackSORORITIES,
FRATERNITIES.
son Brandt, Angelo }lilac RAY
Houston. Joe Lopez, John Mathmake your nett banquet
rusae. Virginia Neall, Edw
different, unique Si Chinese.
Olivera, Sylvan Rosenqweig,
Simons, Abbott St inchcon
Closed Tuesdays
Charles Thompson, Herman Vei.
quez, Henry Wright and Mary I
221 E. JACKSON
Youngdale.

Alpha Eta Sigma
Has Initiation at
Recent Banquet

in Lliatleston. !4outh Carolina, a
favorite gathering spot of students
at the College of Charleston, is the
College Canteen because it is a
cheerful place
Ilegiate

- full of friendlr

atmosphere. And alien

Open at

the gang gathers around. ice-cold

4 P.M.
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Alabama campus os.i-t
’tether Prince Al’. K114111 IthtillId
I
lud4r the pletUI’..%
a ktel
.1
i Aped
*MS IdIdel telt for the e, ear Iotil
beauty section
book eon.rhe edam of th,
. tried Khan who arceed to lufh!e
29 plirdwraphs of Alabama beau’s- The wanes %vete rushed to
ban at a hotel at Cairo
Tlie school administration has
. -ceard letters eriticitinl, the
hoire of the Indian prince on
I acial trounds "
Mel
I’ll)i.l

A is slesssit at itrisham Young
annually
took eight
.leirtez Indians to Madison Sq Leif e
;:e;
isi Net’. Yolk to tell the
theie about Indian eultuie
Ile repot tint on his ieturn that
the Nee, M, ’to Indiana would
1,ke :sea Mad tiue, il only at consined chili or beans.
New rest, wtstab. have been unposed on male dormitory residents
.it Texas fairestian university A
11) p.m ruilew and ellnditet tulles
a ere ...et up to prevent the ’ shootinif at firecrackers. misuaine of
!loading of
i .
iii inguishers

ariantini-

:soots sou ions:
tam "

Views of other college campuses- A vial of Tabu perfume
will be given to each girl attending the Junior prom at Northwestein university . .
a dozen
stop signs and six parkins meters
are missing from the curbs of
Fsist Lansing. The city manager
did not wish to accuse Michigan
State students IMO said that such
items had been found in dormitor.
ies and fraternities in the past
housing units, fraternities, and
sororities at Indiana university recently held a "Meager Meal Day."
’They skimped on their evening
meat
with the money saved to
be. used for CARE packages to be
sent to college students in Europe
Northwestern university is
.
considering the use of voting machine:. in their campus spring
itleetsans
Pranksters placed a new bath
tub in a wooden crate in front of
the entrance to a traternity house
at the University of Colorado. A
hauling company returned the
crate and its contents to the owner who had reported it stolen the
night helot st

his wife and kids.
June 22 to July 23 (Cancer)
Today you may embark upon a
new career joining your friends
who have Preceded you. Beware
of numbers next to letters. It is
hard not to answer the call to
although life may become
duty
rough and tiring. At any rate it
won’t kill you .1Editor’s note: the
stars are not always right.)
U
July 24 to Aug. 22 (Lee)
you are a butter salesman, this is
- better you stay in
a bad day
April 21 to May 10 (Taurus, the bed.
Dun) - A person born under this
Aug. 22 to sego’. 23 (Virgo, sign should avoid politicians, cab This is a good day for businessdrivers, lawyers. barbers, and all men born between these dates.
person.s who have a tendency to If you are an oleomargarine salesthrow the Taurus. This day you man, get up at dawn and start
should tat careful in choosing your selling early - that butter salesvocation.
People born between man is staying in bed all day.
these dates find moat success as
*apt. 24 tas Oat. Mt (Libra) piano tuners and lion tamers.
Those men born at this time- in
the early part of the century are
May 21 to June 20 (Geisha)
eat a light Al Capone, Roger Tuehy. and Al
A tug day for you
lunch and chew your food well. Lepke, followed by J. Edgar
Saturday night should be the best Hoover. Today’s advice to all
evening of the week for all Libras comes from the noted starthoughtful husband:4. There should gazer. Lucky Luciano: "Today is
be dinner for two, the theater, ideal for all Libras to follow their
dancing, and a romantic drive. chosen profession. It is a day for
Then as a sentimental touch to them to apply themselves to new
the evening, the husband, should horizons. Try the, First National,
take a pint of ice cream home to Second National, and, Fourth National banks. But stay out of the
"I’ve got
Third National bank
my money there."
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 (Scorpio) .
You are kind and generous .
Wt, 152-153-134.
Nov. 23 to Dee. 22 (Sagittarius)
- This period is the high point
for royalty. It should be an adhetiieen his saeaty little palms vantageous time for both Euroand
al, WIly this looks pean crowns and English titles. A
like real leather.’ Pause. ’It peraid for such foreign films as
feels like real teat her, too!’ he "Symphony Pastorale", "Paisan",
said, running his hands it .-r the "Sciuscia", and . "An American
surface.
I :tierilla in the Philippines."
"I said nothing. ’It smells like
Dee. 23 to Jan. 21 ((’apricorn)
nsil leather, too,’ he remarked, - Tropic of; an area enclosed by
hoisting it up to his nose and snif Iwo light lines running parallel
ring it I raised niy eyebrows at around the globe. This tropic is
t his last exhibition, but kept my especially conducive to bathing
many thoughts concealed within.
and is one of four brother zones
Eahlibits. Poor Vocabulary
the others are Chico. Grouch.
"Ile loosened up considerably as and Ifarpo.
the evening progressed. but I
Jan, 22 to Feb. 20 (Aquarina)
found that he had simplified the; Until now your work has passed
English language to just mail unrecognized. This is no longer
words. ’crap’ and ’junk.’ Ile used true. Your efforts are getting
them as conimon nouns and proper nouns, and then liy merely ad ling ’ed. and ’y’ he had verbs, idjectives, and adverbs with whitli
eglicialusto describe in detail everything in
Over 60 people crowded into the
the surrounding territory..
Student Union Friday night to
-For punctuation he used hear Dr. William Vatcher speak
node’s and winks. It gavy his I to the Engineering society on "Koconversation a kind of Morse code rea and Its Implications". Wives
at
phere.
and guests of the faculty and stuAlter two fateful experiences if dents attended the affair for the
this kind I have resolved to go first time in the history of the soback to quiet, peaceful evenings ciety, according to F. T. Huang,
at horne surrounded by fudge and publicity chairman.
hooks, and the neat wise guy who
In a business meeting preceding
calls and wants to arrange a blind
stioker. Mr. S J, Brady
date still tind that I plan to spend was elected to replace
Mr. Ray
ttao
as .ning
’sipping champagne Schumacher
as faculty adviser.
and stiu.king o
and I hate
tio talie tor jmenil. hams ol 111-

March 21 to April 20 (Aries)
People born between liaise dates
will celebrate their birthdays some
time between March 21 and April
20 this year. ThLs is a day you
will tic most susceptible to all
avoid
emotional disturbances
any upsetting actions: postpone
removing your son’s appendix,
cancel your bout with Sugar Ray
Robinson, delay speaking to your
wife about the man you met in the
bathroom this morning

Blind Date? --You Will Be
Beller Off at Home Alone
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Students and college officials
both are claiming victory in Union college’s 1Schenectady, N.Y.)
"battle of the sandwich."
Students may now buy a 20cent sandwich, with lettuce, for
20 cents at lunchtime, but at night
the college dining halls charge 20
cents for the sandwich, plus five
Cents for the lettuce.
The college tried to install a
five-cent, across-the-lunch-count "C
boost for lettuce at all meals. Bier
at that students, and particularly
Sam Newcomer, a senior from
Seattle, Wash., rebelled.
Newcomer went into business
right outside the dining hall selling lettuce at one cent a leaf. He
carried a sign which advertised
him as a representative of "TI,"
International Society for Prevention of Scurvy Among College
Student’ "
The Concordiensis, Union college newspaper, described his sales
as "sensational." The college capitulated.
Close to attention in some quarter:. The stars .advise that you
stay indoors today and mail your
plates to Max.
Erb. 21 to March 90 (Places)
The scales are not in your favoi
today. It will be an exceptionally
exhausting day for you -especially
if you’re married to a butter
salesman born under the sign of
Leo.
Today’s Itirthdayin Winston
Churchill, Alexander the Great,
Sir Isaac Newton, and Poopsie
Bennett. We bet you’re wondering why we included Poopsie Bennett? His birthday isn’t until to
morrow.
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!Battle Rages
At NY College
Over Lettuce

(Dee Caruso and Gene Ros; wrote the following article which
appeared in the Syracuse Daily Orange.)
Your Horoscope
Look in the section in which your birth date comes
and find what your outlook is, according to the st ar s.

Spartan Daily Exclianue

AIN Khan Criticized

Paper Offers Students
Horoscope Predictions
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Judo Teams
Nip Two Foes

%11411011-11M

The San Jose State college’s
athanced and beginning judo
teams scored a double victory
Friday, winning from aggregative
teams from Oakland. San Carlos
and San Francisco. The meet was
held in San Francisco.
The Spartan beginners defeated
e learn representing the "G and
II" Judo school of San Carlos,
6-4. SJS’s John Marshall paced
the winners in this event, annexn1.7 three victories.
In the second match. the Spartans won over a team of Oakland
,,rid San Francisco judo specialists, 19-10. James Foster and
James Grant, brown-belt holders,
defeated their brown-belt opponnts to lead the Spartans.
The Spartans’ next match will
la, a tournament held in Oakland,
F. b. 18.

BOX SCORE
stewart (55)
fg ft
ilenriksen, c
2
6
Yardley, f
6
2
G. Walker, f
3
3
Ku2ara, g
2
2
Crandall, g
1
3
B. Walker, f
0
0
Snyder, f
1
0
Laney. c
0
Greenbach, g
1
0
g
0
Totals
san Jose (45)
Crowe, f
Giles. f
C
g
impton,
horr, f .
4rk. c
.zensperger,
own, g

g

g

21 13
fg ft
1
0
4
1
1
0
3
6
1
0
1
4
1
1 1
0
0

111
2

1
O
1
O
3
1
1
O
9
0
2
1
3
3
1
3
1
1

tp
14
14
9
6
5
0
2
4
1
0
55
tp
2
9
9

6
13
1
9
3
0

Totals
20
5 15 45
Halftime score: Stewart 26: San
’ose 19.
Officials: Lloyd Leith and BobBritt.

Pis? tol:nen Beat
Michigaii:xState
The San Jose State college
:iistol team captured its opening
match of the season last week by
defeating Michigan State college
in a dual postal event. 1402-1322.
According to previous agree-.Ile both squads fired on their
spective home ranges with a
...ulty member or ROTC officer
ilidating the scores. The five
:hest marks constituted the
am’s total.
These scores then are exchanged
.% mail.
Following are the results of the
-.in Jose. scoring: Paul Murphy,
_s5. Vernon Rogers. 2P3; Walt
VanDehey, .281; Art Ciambetti,
281; and DeWitt Hupp, 272.
Jack Raichart, team publicist,
announced that a tentative rematch with the MS Spartans has
het’ n set for Feb. 10.

Skiers Take Fifth
In Slalom Meet
Finishing fifth in a nine-team
meet, the San Jose State college
Ski Club tram made its 1951 debut
.n a giant slalom downhill race
id at Dodge Ridge Sunday after..m.
Betsy Amick and Betsy Wallick
led the Spartan women. placing
fourth and sixth, respectively, in
a field of 18 women.
Ken Schillig finished ninth in a
field of 34 men.

Any Day Now!
Bo s Osborne, San Jose State
college halfback who left school
’,1st week to join the Air Fore.
- hack on campus this week
..aaiting the beckoning of hi draft board.
Osborne, a transfer from Fullerton JC, attempted to enlist in the
Air Force but found the quota .
filled when he went for his physiRipe for the
cal examination.
draft, he is now waiting for a
momentary Army summons.

Doily Report on

Spartan Athletics

Spartans Face Compton
Friday Night at Home

Having set down Washington’
Diez Is I ndefeated
Nick Die, %%al tsitt Connaon.s
7 State’s Cougars in convincing
manner last week in their first George Detol in the
tough match of a rugged schedule. son. Diez n, %el
I..en diIeat((i
the Spartan boxers will engage at San Jose State college. lb
Compton college Friday night in TKO SietoiN ,-oeT WSC’s (lob!.
the Men’s gym.
Morgan last a..ik made his record
Compton won the National Jun- stand at sesen %s ins and tic. .!.
ior College championship in 1950
Bill Menckwa still take .
and boasts of an individual MIAs! in class when he battle,
in Ellsworth Webb.
ton’s Hobart Pollard in the
Webb captured the N3C 155-lb. division.
week,
Last
al in built up a 21-Iu margin with
title last year and will be paired boxed at 135 lbs. Pollard ,
six minutes left in the half.
against Bob Frazier.
originally listed by Compton .Make It Close
SJS’s Nick Dies once boxed! light -hea% y weight hut appartntly
Buckets by Clark. Crampton,
and Giles narrowed the margin to Webb, gaining a draw. Diez now: has trained down to I
seven points. 26-19, at the inter- boxes at 165 lbs. Dee Portal. SJS weight diision.
’ebb is one of
Lehmkohl
coach, claims that
mission.
Two quick baskets by George the gamest boxers he has ever
IA hmkuhl still
Sophomore Ra
Walker and Yardley gave the seen. After his match with Diez.! make his imenooliceiate debut
Stewarts a 30-19 lead early in the Webb had to be carried from the: when he takes on Tartar Har:
.
’
second half. The Spartans retal- ring due to exhaustion.
Hansink in the 17%-lb di% ision ’
iated with three field goals by
Spartan Don Camp is slated to Lehmkuhl became the first howl
Bobby Crowe. Crampton, and meet the Tartars’ Al Daniels in! in San Jose State college hi-tin
Giles to close in, 25-30.
the 130-lb. division. Camp’s SJS to o in the novice and all-conee.
At this point, Yardley and Hen- record includes sesen wins and one tournament championships in the
i
ricksen began to click on the loss.
Ile accomplished
Same ’’at’
backboards. Combining with a
Vic Harris, SJS sophomore, will Feat as a heasyweight.
pair of 35-foot set shots by Ku- box Tartar George Gray in a 135lehmkuhl is considered a Imo
zara, the pair rolled up a 52-3.5 lb. match. As a freshman, Harris! potential boxer hy
1 notiee will he CI% 9 1.ehinktail
went undefeated in six bouts.
Friday when he boxes as a’
Adkins Ti, Itax Again
heasy weight
Spartan fans will get another
Portal has been stressing conditreat when SJS’s Charlie Adkins
tion in the team workouts ttli
meets Al Qualls in a special 145week
11 arri s. ssho torn,.
lb. match! Winner of the NAAV
at Pasadena City
lightweight title at the age of 17. coached
for turning out
Adkins disposed of the NCAA is noted
condition
135-lb. champ. Ev Conley of Wash- (ii’
ington State, last week to gain ad-
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Stewarts Defeat
Local Five 55-45
By BOB
IXLAN
Using their is ht to full advantage, the Stewart Chevrolets
of San Frandsen defeated San
Jose State college 55-45 last night
in the Men’s gym.
Tip-in shots by "Jumping"
George Yardley and Don Henricksen, aho played ping-pong
on the backboards( were t
much for the game Spartans to
overcome. The locals spotted
the Steoarts eight and a half
Inches in the starting lineup.
In losing their first home game
of the season, the Spartans played
inspired ball and pressed the Stewarts the entire route. The San
Francisco five scored only one
more basket from the floor than
the Spartans, but cashed in at the
free throw line 13 times compared
with the Spartans’ six..
(lark, Crampton Combine
The deadly shooting of Guard
Chuck Crampton and backboard
work of Center George Clark
sparked t he Spartan attack.
Crampton succeeded in throttling
the sensational Yardley from the
floor but .yielded to the 6-5 forward on the backboards in the
second half. Clark did yoeman
work rebounding against the combines:I effort of Yardley and Henricksen.
The Stewarts, oho led the
entire game, jumped to an early
6-0 lead in two field goals hy
Henricksen and a pair id free
throws by Frank Kurara, before Dean Giles scored the first
..
Spartan basket after sis minutes
and IS seconds of play.
WILV WILDCATRoger JohnAnother bucket by Giles and one son, flashy guard, is one of the
by Crampton soon brought the ’ keys to the Arizona Wildcat atlocals within three points of ,the tack. In high school he won
lead, 6-9, the closest they came the all -state honors three sears
entire game. Behind a barrage of running. Eke os+, named to the
free throws by Yardley. HendrickAll -Border conference team last
sen. and Cliff Crandall. the Stew- -)ear. The Spartans meet the
Wildcats Suturdas night.

Today’s Mu ral
Cage Schedule
_
IF(’ league, Division "B", sigma Pi %s. Lambda Chi Alpha
and sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Sigma Kappa. F.!:50 p.m.
Independent league ,Disiision
-Z", Midnight Trotters sit. Fearless Fairies and Globe Walkers
p.m.
vs. Neuman (lob.
Independent league, Division
"V". Rambling Rohlans sit. Sig"X", Kappa
ma Sigma; Di% is’
the Stags.
Sigma kappa %
8 p.m.
IFC league. Division "II", ’sigma Pi NS. Theta Xi; Independent lesigne, Division "Z". the
Boozers vs. the Mice, 9 p.m.
Officals: Terry Gammona and
Gene Menges. 12:30; Elmer
Craig and Duane Baptiste, 7
p.m.; Craig and Dave Me(7arty,
R p.m.; and Baptiste and Iry
Batz. 9 p.m.
Monday’s Results
The Raqueteers proved themselves definite title threats in
the Independent league’s "Y"
Division when they rolled to a
45-17 win over the Miraculous
Artists. The Rambling Roblans
were awarded a victory over
the Has-Beens by forfeit.

Play Away Tomorrow

Tomorrow night the Raiders invade Fresno State college, a team
, they beat earlier in the season.
Saturday night they play host to
the powerful Univers.ty of Arizona, one of the nation’s top 15
The Wildcats. presently
teams.
boasting a 13-1 record. defeafrd
City College of New York in Madison Square Garden early this
season.
Burnett Paces Frosh
’Win oith 30 Points
’
Husky Stese Burnett led ’
San Jose State Frosh to a it
:win over Ilai tn.-II JC in the preliminars game.
Burnett, a Turlock high grad- I
’
uate. hit for 30 points, only 1,
shy of the gym record set by I
!McCaslin in 1945 against Treasul.
!Island. The flashy freshman, a
. deadly set -shot artist, accounted
and four f:((
for 13
Ithroo.

Wed Standard 8 Portable Machines For Sale

Also New Portables

Free Parking

Prnent

UNDERWOOD ROYAL
Es+, I900
Next Door

24 S. 2nd

REMINGTON
St., CYpress 3-6383

ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN fE PO’ ARIA

IMAWR/Ats
an
kAr

WAUZAPIPt

paPtan chow 514*
DOWNTOWN

CALIFORNIA 34L,

7i0SC"

STUDIOS.

Special Rental Rates for Students
CORONA

Qualls is considered the second
best man on the squad, according
to Compton Coach Getzie Harris.
In another 145 -lb. match, Spartan Johnny Johnson will meet Bet
Shanahan. Howes or, Portal di,
closed yesterday that he may
either Joe DeSoto, Doug Wits...
or Jerry Stern in place of Jot’’
k
son who bes..1
"-Sc.

Richard WicIrnark
;id over the Spartans and coast -I
’THE HALLS OF MONTEZUMA.i the rest of the way.
The Raider quintet fought back
Also lissait Queen"
in the dying minutes of the game
with baskets by Clark Giles, Rob
Ist at Saco ySa21v.617o8r
Enzensperger. and Elmer Craw within 10 points of the Sid% i.
James Whitmore Nancy Oasis
as the final buzzer sounded.
"THE NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR"
Yardles. and Henricksen share
high point honors with 14 tallies Also ’McCarthy & Snerd in Sweden
apiece, while Crampton pared 4..
64 S. 2nd St.
Spartans with 13.

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Easy

ditional prestige.

JOSE

CY 5-9893

Lila Leeds
"DEVIL’S WEED’
Also -G I. tones

STATE
A 4o

St.
CY 3-1953

13,,,; Crosby
MR MUSIC

Between fa

Aso

GAY

;64 and Dili.,

400 S. lit St.
CY 4-0083

MAKES THREE
Also
’SAXON CHARM’

AND BABY

rPADRE
A

263 S. 1st

57 N. lit St.
CY 5-9979
6,d.e Murphy, Brien Dente,/
-KANSAS RAIDERS"
’The Killor Who Sfilliad N.1.1 York’

CREST

145 S. 1st St.
CY 3-3353
and Coste!lo

Abbott
ONE NIGHT IN THE TROPICS San,. Boys
NeUghiy NiMei,b

ENJOY SETTER MOVIES
by selecting your evening’s
entertainment horn the
DAILY S THEATRE LISTINGS

NEIGHBORHOOD
nA

GARDEN

CY 3-9169
3er. Ann Illyth
Farley .._
’OUR VERY OWNAlso Tripoli’

TOWNE

Alamety11717,
and Costello
Th.

Abbott
HIT THE ICE’
to ’Held That Gh,

tviAYFAIR ""(cs;74405’s
Acta
Da.id Irian John

BREAKTHROUGH’
Alto

SANTA

S.ta Sac-e ’
956 FraniIia
CLARAAX

6.tCS6

-csebn Coot, L.-da Ca-ne
t
a .

DRIVE-IN

EL RANCHO

CY 4

2C-41

Joseph Cotten
WALK SOFTLY STRANGER’
F.0.00
Also Top Cow

So. Ur
Lily on Bei
DA 2-66J3
Jam Po(.4(11, Iticrclo Montan:ion
TWO WEEKS WITH LOVE’
ASB Card 4ac
Abe Rairoqdes

PALO ALTO

2 Mi.

Gish Rd.
CY. 1-5305

S.J. DRIVE-IN
’

’LAGS
Ste,

Nootil

WEST ’
"

the BEST Movies
are listed in the
SPARTAN DAILY

3
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Dr. R. W. Miller Will Discuss
ministeria I Profession at Y
la

P.,

I W

Miller, director

stulk’rt ’4’1’1’ at Gam*"
.tiblical institute, Evanston, Ind
the campus toil.* to
VISit
aiscuss the ministerial profession’
with interested students, according to Jim Martin, Student Y executive secretary.
fir Miller will be available at
the Student Y Beim 930 a.m. to
4 pm. Students may make an
taissti athertisitb,
appointment with him to discuss
in the the ministr.. specifieally the Gar on(’ three I
ippeat
next tvLo tioarters instead of the
Biblical
ins! it ute, Martin
ref t
’wile issues origirally planned.
stated.
Lk.’
lashion
etliPone.
Not’.
Students who wish to meet D r.
tr,r. revolts that the nest
Miller at 12:15 p.m. may purI. attire- a .prirad ’in Easier chase their lunches in the cafeVastoornt, and suggestions on forteria and come to the luncheon
th eh for pl,sh:e
t,, he held in the Tea room, Mar:’,1111,;1!
Pop.:
I .1
’.0
:
t;

11 .eather hulls
Ad Staff- vke
(stnahC, s Plans

.1

110.1,

ologist
I )iseusses Fish

I1,1%11
Ral!,e
toology stUdents gatherer’ at Ihe natural sci: ,.
11. 1..1,
.
ence
instruetni’s San Johe home
tan Chess club will !gavel to atee
flesh, Sunday. Jan. 2m, 111 meet Friday evening to hear a talk on
Swab American fish.
the, Fiesno State crillete Che
Guest speaker for the informal
to James M
riot&
according
vet -toget her was Or. George
Rook,.., publicity chairman.
traveling squad elielwks Myer., professor of zoology at
I.e. Taltott. Warr -ell Wagernr, Stanford university. The distin1.Inne, Innocenti, carton, Lane, Lee guished zoologist spent a number
whorne, Howard Wood, and the of years in the Latin American
lute athiser Mr Francis Crofut. countries studying fish. He is
4

PL 894 Allows GIs
Rehabilitation Training

Orchesis Practices
For Nine-College
Dance Svmiosium
Members of Orchesis have been
working an average of six hours
a week in preparation for a dance
s yin; x esium al 001 111, , college Feb.
17, and tiAo high school programs
tentatively scheduled for March 1.
Nine colkaa..; will participate
in the symjaesiunt featuring a
master lesson by Iris Mabry. Performanees by the nine college
groups, lunch, dinner and an evening concert also are on the
acend .
At Campbell and Santa Clara
high schools, the group will demonstrate techniques and present
an original composition.
According to Orehesis Director
Or. Hildegard Spreen, Orchcsis
is meeting from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
on Monday and Tuesday; 7 to 9
p.m. on Thursday. The first hour
of each meeting is spent on technique and the second on composition.
Any ASH card holder interested
in the forthcoming activities is
urged to attend practices.
Society
of let hyologists and Herpetologists
and considered by many to be one
of the top men in the fields of reptile and fish study.
According to Dr. Smith, the
Stanford research professor gave
the group an interesting account
of experiences and tales from the
land "south of the border."
president of the American

By (AL PITT
Injured veterans of the Koreanp
campaign may be entitled to rehabilitation training under a bib
similar to Public Law 16, according to RN. Castro, head of the
Administration
Veterans
local
office. 192 San Augustine street,
San Jose.
The training, previously limited to World War II veterans,
was extended to many veterans
disabled on or after June 27. 1950,
by Public Law 894. recently signed by the Preaident.
Most of the policies and proced-,
ures of Public Law 16 have been
incorporated into the new law.
-In fact," says Castro. "the new corners apply for training on thel
same forms used by disabled
World War II veterans." Under
P. L. 894, a veteran must have
been disabled after the Korean
conflict started and prior to a
date yet to be fixed.
The law states that the disability be such that the V.A. may
pay compensation at full wartime rates. Such rates are paid
for disabilities or injuries resulting trom armed conflict, or during extra-hazardous service. or
While the United States is engaged in war.
Instead of the July 25, 1956
deadline for P. I.. 16 training, the
newly disabled veterans will have
nine years from the end of the

PHOTOGRAPHS TARIM
ON CAMPUS

g4ill

current erneia
in v,hich
start training
Public Law 894 states that veterans who have had G.I. bill or
P.L 16 training. may be entitled
to additional training if new disabilities warrant it.
In the case of a veteran who
interrupted P.L. 16 training to reenter the service, the Veterans
administration will evaluate his
past training record and present
medical file, to determine whether
he still is able to go ahead in th ,.
same employment objective, Castro pointed out.

I-liano
J"

Puilaishe.
January li Art in
The January issue of the
ni Bulletin has just been published by Joe Juliano, alumni di rector.
There has been little change in
format, hut more signed articles
have been added, Juliano said.
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie has a culumn in the Bulletin as do Alumni
President Bart Collins, Juliano,
Dr. Hugh Gillis, and Dan limb).
Spartan Daily editor.
DETROIT eUP)Sign at a
station above a stack of
hand
casings:
"Experic,
Tires." At a station across
street, another sign: "Unempl
tires. $2 puts them to work."
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MAKE THE TOBACCO GROWERS
MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF...

uni
to
inc
cer
to
sor
cot.
Mr
1/11"

a
she
eor
fiv4
f,’11

tile brand you’ve
YES...Compare Chesterfield
been smoking...Open a pack ... enjoy that milder
Chesterfield aroma.
Andtobaccos that smell milder smoke milder. So
smoke Chesterfieldsprove they do smoke milder, and they
N T AFTER -TASTE.
leave NO
\11ill
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R. FIEL

/LEADING SELLER
111\ I
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